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Diriyah Biennale Foundation (DBF), 

established in 2020, is a not-for-profit 

organization established by the Kingdom 

of Saudi Arabia’s Ministry of Culture, that 

plays a role in nurturing creative 

expression, instilling an appreciation of 

art’s transformative power and creating 

cultural experiences that connect the 

Kingdom’s past and future. 

The foundation has been bringing 

its vision to life through a holistic 

educational calendar of programming, 

two-city biennales that highlight both the 

contemporary and the Islamic arts, and 

an eclectic array of commissions that 

represent a wide variety of people and 

backgrounds, site-specific work and 

community engagement. 

Contemporary Art Biennale:

The biennale is divided into two complementary parts: a series of gallery spaces and an experience 

between the Western Hajj Terminal’s canopy. It will be free of charge, accessible to all.

Unique visitors

100K +

Secure attendance 
of students and school 
groups

Follow The Diriyah Biennale Foundation on

Follow the hashtags:

#DiriyahBiennaleFoundation 

#IslamicArtsBiennale #Jeddah

@Biennale_Sa @DiriyahBiennaleFoundation

@DiriyahBiennaleFoundation@biennale_sa

100O +

The inaugural 
Contemporary Art 
Biennale was hosted

2021
Public programs, 
events and 
performances

650

Hours of programming

935

Artists and performers 
participating, 50% of that 
being from Saudi Arabia

329

118,000 
square meter

purpose-built venue at the Western Hajj Terminal, King Abdulaziz International Airport, Jeddah, 

will provide a unique sensorial visitor experience through five galleries, two pavillions and one 

grand canopy. 

The first-of-its-kind exhibition has never been attempted before in terms of breadth and scale 

and in its portrayal of the Islamic arts as a living tradition that connects past, present, and 

future, through a journey that oscillates from the individual to the collective, from the historic, 

to the contemporary. The extraordinary Western Hajj Terminal venue will provide the perfect 

backdrop for shifting conversations around the Islamic arts.

The Biennale, hosted in a 

Themed 'Awwal Bait' (“The First House”), the inaugural Islamic Arts Biennale interweaves newly

commissioned works and never-exhibited-before historical artefacts. A 1983 Aga Khan Award-winner, 

the Western Hajj Terminal was designed by the world-renowned international architecture firm 

Skidmore, Owings & Merrill (SOM) in the late 1970’s, and opened to pilgrims in the early 1980’s.

This biennale looks at how the Ka’bah in Makkah and the Prophet’s Mosque in Madinah inspire 

Muslims – on both cultural and metaphysical levels – to create a sense of belonging in their 

own home, their own “bait”, wherever that may be.

ABOUT ISLAMIC 

ARTS BIENNALE  

The Islamic Arts Biennale will ensure an inclusive,

wholesome and memorable experience for all
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280
Artifacts 

Saudi 
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40+
International

Artifacts

THE EXHIBITION

WILL FEATURE:

239

Award winning
Western Hajj Terminal. 

Nestled within the Aga Khan 

Works that will be

4 galleries and 1 satellite exhibition (AlMadar),

2 pavillions and 1 grand canopy

seen for the first time

(new commissions)

20+
Pieces that have

never been exhibited

40+

Participating
Artists 

18+

Institutions
Loaning Artifacts 

(objects)

50+

Contemporary
Works 

50+
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The Islamic Arts Biennale will feature a vast array of public programs (talks, workshops, 

panels and many other activities) that bring together local, regional and international experts 

and speakers to share insights and experience. 

Public Program Themes:

The public program will cover various themes taking the past into the future, 

including how the cultural heritage and legacy of the Muslim world informs 

contemporary society, including:  

The culture behind the art – how sharing, exchange and inspiration between 

the Islamic world and other world cultures has continually fostered creativity 

and growth

Islamic arts from within - how the arts of the Islamic world are intrinsically 

linked to what it means to be a Muslim

Islamic arts in professional practice - what it means to curate, collect, preserve 

and teach the arts of the Islamic world today

Schools Program and Performance – a rich, memorable and enjoyable 

program that will further enrich the social and cultural fabric of the Kingdom 

Public Program Partners:

Culinary Arts Commission of Saudi Arabia Ministry of Culture, Al-Balad Art 

Residency program, Misk Art Institute, King Abdulaziz Center for World Culture 

(Ithra), Arts Al Ula, Bagri Foundation, Samsung

DR. SAAD ALRASHED

Leading Saudi scholar

and archaeologist 

DR. OMNIYA ABDEL BARR

Architect and historian of 

Islamic art and architecture. 

The Barakat Trust Fellow at 

the Victoria and Albert

Museum in Cairo, and the 

Head of Development at the

Egyptian Heritage Rescue 

Foundation

DR. JULIAN RABY

Director Emeritus of the

National Museum of Asian

Art, Smithsonian Institution, 

Washington DC   

SUMAYYA VALLEY

Islamic Arts Biennale Artistic 

Director, Principal of 

Counterspace, and Honorary 

Professor of Practice, UCL.

Four distinguished curators:

DBF Advisory Committee:

Education workshops

117
Daily school visits

10+

Worldwide 

activations

6

Masterclasses

5+

Creative arts and 

crafts experiences

13 
Talks and 

Panels

25+

ALMADAR

AlMadar is an innovative platform where collections and connections meet.

As a satellite exhibition to the Islamic Arts Biennale (IAB), AlMadar aims to engage with 

international and local institutions, organizations and individuals in order to encourage 

the development of a comprehensive and far reaching network, and develop a multi 

sectoral program. 

AlMadar aspires to become a global reference and repository for thought provoking dialogue, 

exchange of practices and innovative research around Arts and Culture from the Islamic world.

In the inaugural edition of AlMadar, DBF is bringing together 12 institutions from around 

the world from Europe, North and West Africa, the Middle East and Central Asia.

Never before have such a mix of institutions come together in one place and one exhibition - 

and it is emblematic that it is taking place in Saudi Arabia, the birthplace of Islam. 

DBF intends to be the forefront leader of bringing more and more institutions together in 

further iterations of the Biennale, all of these collaborations with institutions are not meant 

to necessarily be a one-off collaboration, the intention is to keep developing the network to 

create a comprehensive platform around Arts and Culture from the Islamic world.
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List of loaning institutions 

for objects/artefacts:

Commercial and Government Partners

Commercial Partners

Lead: Lexus | Foundation: Roshn | Principal: Saudia | Supporting: Sotheby�s, 

STA, KAUST, PepsiCo | Contributor: Careem, Tamer, Assila, My Clinic, Kabli 

 

Government Partners

Jeddah Province

Other Partners

Islamic Arts Biennale complex set-up designing studio: Gio Forma - an international 

multidisciplinary and award-winning studio. European leaders of architecture, set & 

production design

The exhibition design has been led by OMA (an international practice operating 

within architecture and urbanism). The project is OMA’s first built work in Saudi 

Arabia and marks a new chapter in the office’s long-standing involvement in the 

country. The scenography design aims to create a space that works with the 

cable-stayed, fabric-roof of the Western Hajj Terminal – a seminal piece of modern 

architecture known to Muslims around the world – literally reinventing it as an 

umbrella for the Islamic Arts.

The home of the Islamic Arts Biennale within Western Hajj Terminal has been 

designed by the award-winning duo of Black Engineering and Giò Forma architects, 

who bring together a team of architects, project manages artists, designers and 

engineers. Founded in 1998, Giò Forma architects are leaders in architecture, 

experience design and set & production design whilst Black Engineering, founded 

in 2010, is a leading company in creative project management, visioning and 

strategic planning. Together, their work ranges from exhibitions, architecture, 

large-scale international events to Opera and set design. 

The ‘Awwal Bait’ logo/design studio: The theme logo for ‘Awwal Bait’ was designed 

by graphic designer, Tarek Atrissi, and invokes the reverence and symbolic unity 

evoked by Muslims of all backgrounds when confronted by the Ka’aba in Makkah; 

it underscores the importance of the unique geographic location of this biennale.

ARTIST OVERVIEW

National Museum – Riyadh

King Abdulaziz Library – Riyadh

Museum of Antiquities and 

Heritage - Makkah Museum

General Authority of Civil Aviation

King Abdulaziz Waqf Libraries 

Assembly – Madinah 

The General Presidency for the Affairs of 

the Grand Mosque and the Prophet’s Mosque

King Saud University

King Fahad National Library

King Fahd Glorious Quran Printing Complex

Umm al-Qura University

King Abdulaziz Kiswa Factory

Hail University

King Faisal Center for Research and 

Islamic Studies - Riyadh
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13 
Saudi Arabian 
Institutions
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Egypt: Museum of Islamic Art, Cairo; Manial Palace

Qatar: Museum of Islamic Art, Doha

Kuwait: Al-Sabah Collection

Greece: Benaki Museum

Turkey: Musuem of Turkish and Islamic Arts

Germany: Museum of Islamic Art

UK: The History of ScienceMuseum (Oxford)

       Victoria and Albert Museum

Tunisia: National Heritage Institute

Azerbaijan: National Museum of Art

Uzbekistan: Victoria and Albert Museum

France: The Louvre

Malaysia: Museum of Islamic Art

The Islamic Arts Biennale will feature an 

incredible and diverse constellation of 

artists from across the world who have 

been chosen for their media, methods, and 

practices – and who share common 

themes of spirituality, collectivity and 

belonging in their work.

Much more work by artists from Algeria, 

Bahrain, Saudi Arabia, Egypt, Morocco, the 

United Kingdom, Palestine, Jordan and 

Kuwait, amongst many others. 

The complete list of artists, 

is as found below:

Haroon Gunn-Salie (South Africa) 

Ziad Jamaleddine / L.E FT Architects (Lebanon)  

Idris Khan (United Kingdom) 

Yasmeen Lari (Pakistan) 

Huda Lutfi (Egypt) 

Ahmed Mater (Saudi Arabia) 

Haroon Mirza (United Kingdom) 

Joseph Namy (United States/Lebanon) 

Moataz Nasr (Egypt) 

Beya Othmani (Tunisia) 

Yazid Oulab (Algeria) 

Shahpour Pouyan (Iran) 

Kamruzamman Shadin (Bangladesh) 

Wael Shawky (Egypt) 

Muhannad Shono (Saudi Arabia)

Dima Srouji (Palestine) 

Studio Bound (Saudi Arabia) 

SYN Architects (Saudi Arabia) 

James Webb (South Africa) 

Ayman Yossri Daydban (Saudi Arabia) 

Ayman Zedani (Saudi Arabia) 

Fatiha Zemmouri / Soukaina Aboulaoula (Morocco)

Igshaan Adams (South Africa) 

Leen Ajlan (Saudi Arabia) 

Reem Al Faisal (Saudi Arabia) 

Adel Al Quraishi (Saudi Arabia) 

Nasser Al Salem (Saudi Arabia) 

Noura Al Sayeh-Holtrop (Palestine) 

Sarah Alabdali (Saudi Arabia) 

Rund Alarabi (Sudan) 

Nora Alissa (Saudi Arabia) 

Moath Alofi (Saudi Arabia) 

Farah Behbehani (Kuwait) 

Sultan Bin Fahad (Saudi Arabia) 

M'barek Bouhchichi (Morocco) 

Sarah Brahim (Saudi Arabia) 

Bricklab (Saudi Arabia) 

Lubna Chowdhary (Tanzania/United Kingdom) 

Civil Architecture (Bahrain - Kuwait) 

DAL - Digital Arts Lab (Saudi Arabia) 

Abdelrahman Elshahed (Egypt) 

Alia Farid (Kuwait/Puerto Rico) 

Basmah Felemban (Saudi Arabia) 

Iheb Guermazi (Tunisia)

The diversity of work on display includes:

Photography Installations Videography

SculpturesPainting Fabric


